
W  Sculptor Paul Selwood will open this year’s Sculptures in the Gardens.

Paul Selwood, one of Australia's finest abstract sculptors, and a previous Sculptures by the Sea winner will open
this year’s Sculptures in the Gardens at Rosby Vineyard, Mudgee. 

Sculptures in the Garden is an outdoor sculpture exhibition on the weekend of October 7-8, 2017, which
showcases hundreds of artworks annually in the setting of the Rosby homestead and vineyard outside Mudgee. 

Guest speakers in previous years have included former director of Art Gallery of NSW Edmund Capon, Professor
The Honourable Dame Marie Bashir and Lord Mayor of the City of Sydney Clover Moore. 

Paul Selwood lives and works in the idyllically beautiful sculpture park he has established on the outskirts of
Wollombi, in the Hunter Valley of NSW. 
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Educated at the National Art School in Sydney, he was employed as a technical assistant at the Royal Colege of
Art in London between 1966 and 1968, which was a powerful formative experience for him. 

Exhibiting widely since the 1970s in solo and group exhibitions in Australia, he has been represented by Watters
Gallery since 1972. 

From 1971 Selwood has had over twenty-six solo exhibitions and has been included in numerous Group
Exhibitions. 

He has received many awards for his sculpture including the winner of Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi in 2011 and
the prestigious Balnaves Foundation Sculpture Prize the same year. 

His long, successful career is continuing to define him as one of Australian sculpture’s most respected senior
figures. 

Entries to submit works to Sculptures in the Garden are still open, artists can enter online at
www.sculpturesinthegarden.com.au 
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